All   Bengal   Students'   Conference,
It was an inspiring address that Dr. Mohammad Alam delivered at Mymensingh on
the 30TH SEPTEMBER 1929 as President of the All-Bengal Students' Conference.
He addressed the gathering as "My young mates of the Prison" and said ** th«
fetters of iron and prison walls provide us with a community of equal status," He
wondered " how this community is ignored by those who to their best but meanest
advantage preach communalism."
Referring to the Congress challenge to the Bureaucracy and the fateful day of
January 1, 1930, he exhorted his audience to prepare for the great fight that was coming.
He did not know what the command of the Congress would be bub «• I should only be
prepared to lay my life and property both at the disposal of the commanders and await
their orders in full obedience."
Dr.  Alam paid   glowing tributes   to the  memory  of Jatindranath whose death he
was not sure whether  to rejoice or grieve  over.    " Who  says Das is dead ", he asked.
* * His soul is working in the Punjab and  his  body  which   we sent  for cremation to you
produced  those flames  in  burning  wherein I can   visualise the tottering of the mightiest
imperialism of the world.1'
Coming to the question of preparation be made a vigorous plea for the abolition of
communalism from tbe country in every shape and form. He said :—-
"Your first step in tbe preparation for the Swara;j struggle mu*t be to abolish
communalism from this country in every shape and form. Up with your arms againit
this greatest enemy of India, with the fullest strength and vigour of youth. To revolt
and rebel, I have often said, is the privilege of youth and you have got it. Bat revolt
against this communalism and rebel against this pernicious evil; This demon has eaten
up every fibre of our body politic, and it must be annihilated now. We can tolerate it
no longer. Let the ynung men of India boldly face their worst; foe, and kill it before the
1st of January 1930, You can, then, ask for anything, and it is yours. You have to
change the mentality of the whole country, and it is not an easy task. The poison of
communaliem is so sweet that the more we eat of it, the more we like to have it in greater
quantity. Every one of us seenos to have a substantial touch of it, but we do not realise
it. Many of our national leaders even are not free from this contagion, and I have often
observed that many who talk against communalism are themselves badly affected by it,
though unconsciously perhaps.
** Friends, we have been fighting too long over methods of killing a goat whilst others
have been busy in the meantime to conquer the forces of Nature. We have carried the
humbug of communalism too far. Your riational conscience should revolt at the communal
division of the free giftsjof nature. When do you propose dividing the air into Hindu
Hava and Musalman Hava? Stick to your religion with the greatest pleasure, and do
not prove false in your relation with the Maker. But religion is not antagonistic with
nationalism or love of country. Produce nationalism in the country and banish com-
mutialism therefrom. The controversy whether you belong first to yonr religion or to the
country is not only fallacious, but mischievous as well, because it produces ft corrnpt
mentality. Communalism as understood in India is a misconception altogether. Comma-
naiiem here we get by inheritance. It is developed in denominational institutions, fostered
by separate electorates and patronised by the Government. We are living in a vicious
circle and transmit the evils to our generations.
*l Kationaliam at heart and Khaddar are the two requisites for national soldiers in th«
next fight for the freedom of India. The first wave of a non-violent revolution movement
in the shape of non-co-operation passed long ago, without reaching the mark. The second
wave is in sight, and is expected to carry us ashore. Will you prepare yourself as national
soldiers for the coming fight and produce the two requisites in yourselves f
Origin   ofStudent   Movement   in   Bengal.
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In this connection, it would be interesting reading to trace the origin of the Student
«*»"** in Bengal.   It may be remembered that during tbe Swadeshi days, i.e., the day*
t-panition, Bengal was in a state of ferment which did not leave the student com-
"— -*ied. Along with other people, the students of Bengal joined the struggle and
contribution to the popular victory,    The idea of harnessing  the patriotic
by forming a 'permanent students* organisation found
a|lda student* Association was formed.
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